
The Mathematical Association of America (MAA) is seeking a full-time Applications Developer to join 
the Information Technology team.  

Job Responsibilities: 

 Improved web systems integration with central association management system 

 Creation of ad-hoc reporting using stored procedure, crystal reports and other business 
intelligence software 

 Updating web content and assist with the latest Drupal updates, new modules, and 
enhancements 

 Creation and execution of data scripts such as imports in back-end databases 

 Contribute to improving websites and applications with regards to responsive technologies, UI 
and newer coding frameworks/standards 

 Bug fixes and coding enhancements to existing custom software 

 Respond to staff IT support requests via a ticketing system 

Minimum Requirements: 

 Bachelor’s degree, required; focus in IT, Computer Science or similar concentration, preferred 

 2+ years of experience of web development experience using PHP, ASP.NET in C#/VB or similar 
coding languages, required 

 2+ years of database experience using SQL, required 

 2+ years of CMS implementation, maintenance and/or enhancement experience using Drupal, 
WordPress or similar, required 

Desired Skills: 

 Association or non-profit experience, working with Personify, NetForum, iMIS or similar AMS 
systems 

 Experience with Crystal reports or SSRS (SQL Server Reporting Services) 

 Experience integrating non-profit AMS systems with web sites and other systems, using APIs and 
Web Services  

The successful candidate for this position must have the ability to meet deadlines, work independently 
and collaboratively, and possess a strong work ethic.  Experience with organizing tasks in a web-based 
ticketing or similar prioritization software system is a plus. Experience with source control and 
versioning is also a plus. 
 
The Mathematical Association of America, located in the historic Dupont Circle area of Washington DC, 
is the largest professional society that focuses on mathematics accessible at the undergraduate 
level. The mission of the MAA is "to advance the mathematical sciences, especially at the collegiate 
level." For more information about the Mathematical Association of America, see www.maa.org.  
 

The Mathematical Association of America (MAA) is an Equal Opportunity Employer. 
 
Please email resume (required), salary requirements (required), and samples of work (optional) to: 
 
Elizabeth H. Richards, SPHR, GPHR 
Mathematical Association of America 
E-mail: hr@maa.org 
 

http://www.maa.org/
mailto:hr@maa.org

